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A. Fill in the gaps with the following words- 30-      Muff/ harness/ goggles/ stitches/ fractured/ bruised/ 

resuscitation/ prescription/ saline/ gauze/ treated/ administered/ sling/ scald/ amputation 
If you cut yourself you may need …................................. 
Take the ….....................from the doctor to the pharmacy. 
The safety …....................protects someone from falling. 
An ear …....................can protect the ear. 
After the accident, he was …...................in hospital for burns. 
A …......................is used to dress a wound. 
A ….........................is usually made of cloth and helps to hold the hand. 
A ……………….is an injury to the skin from very hot liquid or steam.  
A …....................solution is used to flush wounds. 
A ….......................device is for protection during rescue breathing. 
First aid was ….......................to the unconscious men. 
The eyes can be protected by ….............................  
If you hit yourself anywhere you may be …......................... afterwards. 
He …......................his leg while he was playing football. 
………………….is to cut off somebody’s arm, leg, finger, or toe.  
 

B. Fill in the synonyms using the following words- 20 
Avert/ assign/ seal/ proceed/ fender/ occur/ ullage/ en route/ adequate/ confirm 
…………………appoint/ ……………..is to state that something is true/ ………………is to close safely or 
fasten/… ……………is a plastic cylinder tyre/ ……………...is the empty space above the liquid contained in a 
tank/ ………………..is enough/  ……………….is prevent from happening/ ………………..is to continue with the 
voyage,/……………….….is to happen/  ……………….means on the way 
 

C. Fill in the gaps with the following words- 20 
Secure/ severe/ chipping/ bunker/ casualty/ pumping/ involved/ sand/ plug/ tank 
The victim suffered …………………….injuries.  
………………..sounding.  
………………….samples.  
……………………moorings. 
A ………………..is a case of death in an accident or shipping disaster.  
How many ships were …...........................in the collision? 
……………….blasting.  
………………….the scuppers.  
……………..hammer.  
…………………..rate.  
 

D. Fill in the gaps to make phrases with the words -20 
Jettison Shore  Adverse  Near  Collect  
Total Deploy Oil Close Expiry  

…………………….assistance, ……………..miss, ……………..data, …………….…..pumps, …………………slick,  
…………….quarters, ……………..date, …………… cargo, ……………...loss, …………..weather conditions,  
 

E. What do the following abbreviations mean?- 10 
BRGDS ……………………………….., FYR……………………………….., A/S ……………………………….., 
DISCH……………………………… NOR……………………………….……………. 


